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This article analyses the Fascist attitude towards homosexuals, the strategies and motivations
for repressive actions taken against them, and the masculine canon and lifestyle that the
Fascist regime tried to disseminate. The emphasis placed on sexual morality and virility
permits the expansion of the research to the political use of accusations of ‘pederasty’; this
tool was used in personal rivalries to gain positions of power, and proved useful in discred-
iting opponents or distancing inconvenient figures. The study also illustrates how a person’s
private conduct tended to become a visible sign of ideological ‘faith’, and how conformity
to the Fascist morality was indispensable in consolidating the meaning of party membership
and the image of the ideal militant. As the totalitarian experiment progressed, the boundary
between public and private spheres gradually thinned. However, disapproval of homosexu-
ality was not always applied in practice. Individuals who led a double life, yet formally
adhered to the standards of respectability, were able to elude the encroachment of politics
and repressive actions in their lives. Homosexuality, in fact, was tolerated as long as it
remained within the private sphere. Public reputation had to be safeguarded at all costs by
concealing ‘unusual’ sexual inclinations within increasingly restricted milieu. Society was
able to protect itself from the germ of pederasty by denying the existence of homosexuality,
or by making it invisible. The analysis of this thorny relationship between public and private
reveals the impact of the Fascist totalitarian experiment on customs and daily life, as well as
the difficulties encountered by the regime in implementing its anthropological revolution of
the Italian people.

A search through school and police records from the late 1920s

and early 1930s would disclose his personal files, and a folder

of documents with his name on it. A long shadow has fallen

over those years. Recalling them, they were years characterised

in part by sudden moral severity. Civil servants reacted by

filling the personal files of individuals with reports, notes and

investigation results. These files were located in various
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administrative offices; some were held at police headquarters.

Precedents could be established, and specific names and dates

could be found by researching the documents from those years

and by reading the confiscated meeting minutes and notes kept

by a retired municipal administrator who can no longer be

contacted, but the results of the research would not give more

foundation to this story.1

This is how Piero Chiara begins his novel Il balordo (1967), which tells

the story of an ordinary citizen sentenced to police confinement2

during the time of the Italian Fascist dictatorship because he was

suspected of being homosexual. Unfortunately, almost exactly as

Chiara states, historians seem to have themselves repressed the issue.

In fact, very little research has been conducted on the Fascist regime’s

repression of homosexuals.3 Up until recently, references regarding

the condition of homosexuals could only be found in novels and films,

but the cinematic and literary treatment of the subject has not always

given a complete and convincing picture of the relationship between

Fascism and homosexuality. In the period immediately following the

war when ‘civil war’ wounds4 were still open, and during later years

when the demonised view of Fascism had begun to decline, literature

and cinema often used homosexuality as a metaphor for the cruelty,

perversion and corruption of dictatorial regimes. Fascists (and Nazis)

are pictured as grotesque executioners addicted to all types of vice and

vile behaviour, and as ruthless homosexual gaolers. A few of the most

well-known examples that can be mentioned are: Roberto Rossellini’s

Roma città aperta (1945), Luchino Visconti’s La caduta degli Dei
(1969), Pier Paolo Pasolini’s Salò e le cento venti giornate di Sodoma
(1975), Bernardo Bertolucci’s Novecento (1976) and Vasco Pratolini’s

Cronache di poveri amati (1945).5 Paradoxically, however, the same

negative stereotype used by the Fascists to portray homosexuality was

transferred from the persecuted to the persecutor. The pathological

view of ‘pederasts’, seen as dangerous degenerates, sick and perverse

individuals, was maintained. Through the comparison between

Fascists and homosexuals, the latter were transformed from victims to

executioners, because the black-shirted or brown-shirted torturer had

inevitably to be seen as abnormal from a sexual point of view as well.

However, this image risks concealing and overlooking the true reality

of the persecution that totalitarian regimes ferociously practiced

against pederasts.6
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Giorgio Bassani first turned around this distorted picture in his

book Gli occhiali d’oro (1958), in which he recreates the climate of

distrust and isolation towards a homosexual who commits suicide

because of his failed attempt to ‘live like everyone else’. Twenty

years later the film director Ettore Scola recounts the segregation of

two other ‘different’ characters, a man and a woman, in Una
giornata particolare (1977). She is consigned to the role of wife,

mother and housewife. He is a homosexual who was fired from his

position as an EIAR radio announcer because his voice was not

masculine enough, and confined in Carbonia because of his

‘depraved tendencies’.

The delay in dealing with homosexual issues in academic circles can

also be attributed to the reluctance of historians to draw on research

from other academic fields, and the long domination of political

history in the research of Fascism. Only recently has the topic been

addressed systematically. In fact, the recently published Dictionary of
Fascism includes an entry on ‘Homosexuality’,7 and new research has

appeared next to initial pioneering works that, even though incom-

plete and occasionally inaccurate, deserve praise for having raised the

issue and opened the doors to history that has been buried for too

long.8 What is more, the study of these topics can be useful when deal-

ing with some historiographic problems linked to the interpretation of

Fascism: its totalitarian characteristics and its relationship with

modernity, the pervasiveness of the model of virility that was imposed

by the regime, the breadth of the totalitarian plan, the successes and

the failures of the anthropological revolution of the Italians, the mech-

anisms used to create a masculine identity that conformed to its ideo-

logical premises, the relationship between traditional morality and the

new Fascist morality, the level of racist intolerance, the mechanisms

and strategies used to repress deviant behaviour, and the degree of

political interference in private life.

The attempt to bring about an anthropological revolution that was

capable of remoulding the nation and radically changing Italians was

advanced by the Fascists with manic focus. It was also rooted in severe

repression of any behaviour that did not conform to the norms estab-

lished by higher authority. As early as 1923, Mussolini expressed this

Fascist trait very clearly. ‘When consensus fails, there is force. For all

government measures, even the harshest, citizens will face this

dilemma: either accept them in the spirit of patriotism, or submit to

them.’9
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The repressive system worked at full capacity alongside the

‘consensus factory’.10 Their dual objective was to silence and force

obedience on non-Fascists, while using or threatening violence to

‘Fascistise’ them. The integral politicisation of life, including the direct

intrusion of the government in its citizens’ private lives, was aimed at

changing thought processes, moods, actions, lifestyles and – with

regards to virility, emotional and sexual behaviours – to make them

conform to directives established by the regime. The creation of the

‘new Fascist man’ who was strong and virile, included the use of mech-

anisms that were both coercive and persuasive. The total physical and

moral health of citizens that Mussolini believed was ‘a fundamental

condition for a people to exist and make progress’ necessitated upon

authority the task of ‘persisting, without pause and without hesitation,

in moralising efforts’, and guarding carefully so that ‘the germs of

corruption do not ruin and annihilate vital energies’.11 In other words,

where education and persuasion failed in their efforts to make Italians

virile, fascism should intervene with coercion.

As was mentioned previously, the virile and bellicose values asso-

ciated with the Fascist period represented the ‘essence of political

participation’, and brought about the development in the mass media

of ‘new myths and manifestations of aggressiveness and virile vigour’

whose purpose was to affirm ‘the characteristics of a typical Fascist

male in the public eye’.12 For its part, the regime exalted physical

education and youthfulness, and the iconographic imagery and public

exposure of the Duce’s body to represent its own model of virility

and political culture.13 Propaganda tended to disseminate the image

of an aggressive, authoritarian and martial masculinity, and

portrayed homosexuality in ridiculous caricature.14 Whoever veered

from this ideal of the strong and virile citizen-soldier by portraying a

negative counterpart was to be corrected and isolated.15 ‘The ideal of

regenerated masculinity’ proposed by Fascism was, in fact, closely

linked to the creation of a new national character and to the fight

against moral, racial and physical degeneration caused by ‘deviant’

and undisciplined sexuality.16 Pedagogical efforts, too, aimed at the

heroic resurrection of the new Italian, were meant to build an

impregnable wall against the spreading of foreign ways that tended to

blend genders by gradually feminising males and emasculating

females.17

Giuseppe Maggiore, a prominent jurist of the times, dogmatically

affirmed: 
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Fascism is male. It loves danger, dislikes gossip, scorns courting

because of its natural tendency to roughness, strikes when neces-

sary. It is made of hard stone, not of the sweet consistency of

candied fruits which hide inside – like the female – a hard pit that

can break your teeth. That is all that is needed to determine its

gender … Fascism, in a word, evokes virility against any effemi-

nacy and weakness of spirit. But it is also against the ‘Petrachism’

of poetry, the mysticism of religion, the democratisation and the

liberalism of politics, against dandy-ism of custom and free-

handedness in education. Can one be more masculine than this?18

Virility, the pride and prerogative of the Italian race – ‘a virile race of

armed dominators and lovers, men made to rule, males made for

sexual domination’19 – was forever linked to the warrior image. The

Fascist man lived in a state of perpetual war, and the essence of virility

derived from courage and heroism. The job of the new ‘bellicose

morality which incarnated the new ethical being, whether it be

individual, or class, or people, or race’ was to recreate the vitality and

the warrior spirit of ancient Rome, after centuries of servitude and

renunciation.20

The idea of masculinity put forth by Fascism focused on the exal-

tation of virility and a rigid separation of gender, which relegated

women to a subservient status and attributed to men masculine and

aggressive characteristics, permeated the culture and became part of

the standardised normative mental framework. The boundaries of

sexual behaviour and sexual identity were distinctly drawn, and as a

consequence tolerance towards those who did not conform to the

image imposed by the regime decreased. This rigid definition of norms

and behavioural models inevitably tended to expand the category of

deviant behaviour and reinforced repressive action against those who

refused to follow, or corroded the values expressed by the ideology

which were not seen in relative terms but as absolute, unalterable

imperatives. The purpose of ‘total institutions’21 (from gaols to

asylums, from confinement to correctional facilities) was to remove

abnormal individuals from society and reform them. They were forced

into confinement because of their sexual, religious, political or racial

diversity.

This desire totally to transform individuals, which necessitated

intrusion into the personal sphere – both public and private, physical

and mental – was one of the basic characteristics of the ‘totalitarian’
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dimension of Fascism. The birth of the ‘ethical state’, where the moral

and the political intermingled, led to increased social control of sexu-

ality and more severe punishments for sexual behaviour that deviated

from the ‘normal’. As a result, to avoid the spreading of negative

examples to the larger body, any violation of the established rules of

virility lead to expulsion from society. The homosexual was thus

considered a dangerous disturbance to national order: he brought into

question the fundamental values of the new Fascist morality; he

damaged national pride by committing acts that were considered

perverse; he risked corrupting those who came near; he endangered

the future of the nation by shirking the duty to procreate which was

the foundation of national power; he undermined the country’s inter-

nal unity by mixing sexual roles. Highly noticeable actions against

individuals who brought into question Fascist virility with their ‘filthy

vice’, however, held the risk of producing a negative effect, because

they gave visibility to a social ill that damaged national honour and

pride. Consequently, the repressive measures that were used varied

according to circumstance and offenders were condemned through

censorship, prison or isolation, exclusion or in the negation of homo-

sexuality. To use one of Marcuse’s categories, that which was defined

as Italian Fascism’s ‘repressive tolerance’22 towards homosexuals was

in fact an effort aimed at striking out at sexual ‘anomalies’, without

publicising the operations that were carried out to do so.

Therefore, it is not easy to recreate the repressive activities of a

totalitarian regime whose approach was to punish all behaviour that

did not conform to norms and to stigmatise all attitudes that differed

from ‘normal’ moral conduct, but which was careful to disseminate a

self-image that was reassuring and caring. The most appropriate

method for not attracting too much attention to repressive activities

was police confinement. It was quite effective in covering the legal gap

created by not including homosexual relationships among the crimes

in the penal code. In fact, the proposal to introduce an article (Article

528) against homosexual relationships into the Codice Rocco was

repealed because: 

(a) Providing for this crime is not at all necessary because, to Italy’s

pride and fortune, this dreadful practice is not widespread enough

among us to merit the intervention of the law;

(b) In similar cases, the more severe sanctions used to punish rape,

corruption of minors and indecency can be applied.23
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More timely methods could be used to overcome this immoral

conduct, because ‘it is well known that regarding the habitual and

professional practioners of this vice (who are truly rare), both foreign

and exploited by foreigners, the police currently applies their own

immediate security measures, including detention, most effectively’.24

In other words, police methods sufficed to distance prostitutes and

incorrigible homosexuals from the population, while the ‘healthy’

sector of society remained ignorant of this ‘abominable’ practice.

When Rocco himself summarised the bureaucratic proceedings lead-

ing to the elimination of Article 528 from the code he emphasised the

‘almost general hostility’ that the innovative proposal aroused given

that, ‘fortunately’, the ‘foul vice’ was not practiced widely enough in

Italy to require a specific norm.25 In other words, virility, one of the

main anthropological characteristics of Italians, could not be refuted,

even by an insignificant number of exceptions.

Studies on the police confinement of homosexuals have thus

described one of the more widely used methods used by the regime to

exclude individuals who were considered ‘dangerous for the integrity

of descendents’ from civil cohabitation. The extent of homosexual

repression, from a quantitative point of view as well begins to emerge

from this research. However, a complete study of the phenomenon

that spans the entire Fascist period has still not been undertaken.

Such a study would allow us to identify continuity or the introduc-

tion of a new approach with the transformation from a liberal to a

fascist state, and to understand the connection between political and

ideological changes that came about during the reign of the dictator.26

In fact, these studies, which link actions against pederasts to racial

laws, limit the persecution of homosexuals to the three years from

1936 to 1939, during which time Italy attempted to imitate Nazi

Germany in this respect.27 The issue is actually more complex because

the repression of homosexuals, including police confinement, has a

long tradition that precedes the rise of Fascism. One can agree that

there was a sharp rise in repressive operations in coincidence with

racial laws even if, in my opinion, the intensification is connected

more to the attempt to give a virile and bellicose face to imperial Italy

and to the regime’s turn towards totalitarianism that occurred at that

time, rather than to the introduction of the new concept of race.28 The

passage of the racial laws in 1938 were, in fact, a fundamental moment

in the development of anti-Semitism, but discrimination towards

homosexuals certainly did not originate at the time since it was written
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into the new model of man that was part of Fascism since its origins.

Given these arguments, Giovanni Dell’Orto’s view, which contends

that homosexuality became a political issue in 1938, when ‘the exten-

sion of the policy in defence of the race to include homosexuals caused

the change in classification from common confinees (confinati
comuni) to political confinees (confinati politici) for approximately 80

homosexuals’,29 is not convincing. If this were the case, it would not

explain why homosexuals who were considered to be in political

confinement from 1936 to 1939 all of a sudden were again recorded

in files as common confinees in 1940, because in 1940 racism had

certainly not disappeared. Even more incomprehensible is the fact that

in 1939 there are cases of pederasts recorded in the lists of common

confinees. What clearly emerges from the archival evidence is that

those who were confined for homosexuality were always considered

common confinees, and that even when they were included among

political confinees this was not due to the racial laws. The inclusion of

88 homosexuals among political confinees depends for the most part

on the round-up that took place in Catania in 1939, which sent 46

homosexuals to the Tremiti Islands.30 Second, the category of political

confinees (who were treated better) included individuals who often

had no other legal precedents, who held higher social status or held

more important public roles, priests, people with recommendations,

and individuals who in addition to being accused of pederasty were

also accused of inappropriate political behaviour such as criticising the

regime or deriding the pride of the nation or the race. The main

reason, however, is even easier to comprehend if one considers that,

after 1937, the Tremiti Islands became a colony populated exclusively

by political confinees, and that, regardless of the reason for sentenc-

ing, whoever was sent to the Adriatic islands was catalogued as

sentenced to political confinement.

In spite of the fact that homosexual repression did not begin under

Fascism, and did not constitute a specifically Fascist prerogative since

repression existed in democratic countries such as France, England,

the Weimar Republic and the United States,31 it is still important to

analyse the specific methods applied during the dictatorship to recon-

struct the motivations, strategies and extent of the phenomenon. First,

it must be said that, with respect to the past, Fascism’s heightened

emphasis on virility and increased attention to health and strength of

the race led it to undertake more severe and capillary actions against

homosexuals. However, ideological changes were not accompanied by
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new repressive tools and techniques. Repression was applied more

broadly and was more invasive under the Fascist regime due to greater

social control and a tougher police force, but it was still based on the

strategy of concealment. In fact, the decision not to introduce specific

measures against homosexuals into the penal codes kept Fascist

actions on traditional tracks, and even clouded the new moral signifi-

cance that the regime intended to attribute to the struggle against

homosexuality. Homophobia was nurtured by longstanding prejudice

and values that preceded the dictatorship, just as in practice the

custom of overlooking and hiding the problem prevailed.32 However,

the suffocation of all reference to homosexuality did not prevent the

development of a silent persecution that served to uphold the martial

and virile image of the regime, while at the same time the silence

worked against those who did not conform. Pederasty was not such a

widespread ‘ill’ that public action was required to overcome it. What

counted was to ‘act with forceful measures to attack and cauterise the

ill at its core’,33 by distancing the ‘more obstinate’ homosexuals from

civil society and removing them to some forgotten island. The substan-

tial change in homosexual repression under Fascism was not due so

much to the political aspect of the problem, since in most cases

pederasty was not considered synonymous with anti-Fascism.34 It was

more because it was formally identified as a true deviant form. In fact,

the specific instructions for controlling homosexuals required that all

local police headquarters (questure) identify and make a list of all

pederasts in the province in order to impress upon them the threat of

confinement. The prefecture had immediately to create a file entitled

‘Repression of Pederasty’, which recorded investigative actions and

the list of persons who were confined for that reason. So, within the

Fascist ideological framework the new methods of repression against

homosexuals became more severe and more invasive, and more people

were affected by them than had been previously.

The increased harshness can also be explained in part by the strong

influence on the police force of a rigid schema that attributed the cause

of homosexuality, and criminality in general, to the physical make-up

of an individual. Salvatore Ottolenghi, a faithful assistant of Lombroso

who directed the scientific police academy (Scuola di polizia scienti-
fica) from 1902 until 1928, developed the framework that was closely

linked to criminological positivism. It held that pederasty indicated a

natural and innate inclination to crime caused by ‘habits of laziness,

robbery, drunkenness, and felony’.35 The Lombrosian parallels
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between prostitutes and delinquents were extended to homosexuals,

who because of their criminal tendencies were to be watched closely.

Consequently, Ottolenghi immediately gave clear instructions about

how the police should react to these potential criminals.36 Trainees at

the scientific police academy were instructed in handling pederasty

cases by learning how to speak with a high voice, mimic and exhibit

effeminate behaviours.37 The table below indicates that among the

detainees in the Regina Coeli prison there were many who were

accused of extortion, indecency or corruption of a minor. After being

studied, analysed and measured at the scientific police academy they

were categorised as ‘homosexual delinquents’.

The biographical files of the criminals had to record all sexual

behaviours, because they revealed a criminal personality. The section

dealing with psychological characteristics had a line item for sensual-

ity, and officers chose from among various options: noticeable, aver-

age, aberrant (pederasty: active, passive, passionate, professional),

violent, lecherous.38 Those who were confined also had a biographical

file containing photographs, fingerprints, physical and functional

measurements and so on. Possible sexual deviations were noted in the

‘psychological aptitudes’. The descriptions of passive pederasts

included behavioural and physiognomic traits used to draw up a final

moral assessment that was highly influenced by stereotypical views of

homosexuals. Pederasts were always portrayed as perverse individuals,

corrupted, with unstable personalities, fickle, liars, lethargic, poor

workers, lacking in morals, seriousness and decency, with no sense of

shame. They had tendencies to commit immoral acts and acts that

damaged racial integrity, with feminine behaviours, voice and display-

ing ‘womanly attitudes’. The passive pederast, according to the Police

Commissioner from Catania, found a good example in Antonio P.,

‘typical pederast given his ingrained depravity, his physical features

and his behaviour’; ‘he does not hide his feminine tendencies and, in

fact, likes to be called using the nickname “Ninetta”, he boasts of

TABLE 1

SCUOLA DI POLIZIA SCIENTIFICA: CASE FILES OF HOMOSEXUALS 1927–39 

BOLLETTINO DELLA SCUOLA SUPERIORE DI POLIZIA E DEI SERVIZI TECNICI 

ANNESSI

1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 Total

18 17 57 87 92 42 69 116 92 76 86 124 153 1,029
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having many lovers with whom he has intercourse in secluded places,

and at times is discovered in lascivious and revolting acts’.39 However,

not all of the aforementioned characteristics had to be met to be

included in this category. For example, Giuseppe L.P., ‘with a bony

face and inset eyes, large nostrils and big lips, has the appearance of a

perfect sensual type. He could be a fortunate man were it not for his

voice which reveals abnormalities, and for his lifestyle which proves he

is a sexual pervert’.40

The masculine model that focused on virility and the rigid separa-

tion of genders, and that portrayed men in military and aggressive atti-

tudes, prompted repressive actions towards passive, or ‘female’,

pederasts who had feminine movements and played the role of the

woman. It did not sanction active pederasts whose behaviour was

considered normal and in line with the cliché of the dominant man

who conquers and possesses. Sexuality had to conform to the estab-

lished roles: the dominant active role of the male, and the subordinate

passive role of the female. More than homosexuality, what bothered

the authorities were the absence of virility, passivity and the effemi-

nacy of individuals. In fact, to prove that the accused were passive

pederasts some police commissioners made use of a rectal examination

to provide ‘objective’ proof of anal penetration.

Thus, most of the confined homosexuals were persons who

openly exhibited their sexual inclinations either because they were

prostitutes, or because ‘having been infected with the passive

pederast illness, they had lost all sense of decency’ and they tended to

‘make their depravation known publicly’.41 They were poor people,

of low social status with a history of hardship and difficulty, often

illiterate, employed in menial, often occasional labour (many tailors

and waiters, barbers, cobblers and agricultural labourers, including

five priests). They were not married and had little interest in politics.

Repressive actions against presumed pederasts were relatively

sporadic. Police confinement was, in fact, an extreme solution.

Warnings (diffida) and ammonizione were preferred because they

were methods that intimidated and forced individuals to be more

careful and discreet.42 However, custody arrests were frequent,

including questioning at police headquarters and days of incarcera-

tion before being put on record and released with the ever-looming

fear of future round-ups and more severe punishments. Confinement

was thus a warning to ‘all those who practice, even with more

reserve, pederast activities and to all those young people who are
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heading down the road of depravation’.43 In fact, there was great fear

of a ‘virus’ capable of ‘perverting young, sexually normal boys and

consequent damage to the integrity of the race and morality’.44 The

police commissioner of Palermo explicitly declared that, 

the ‘foul vice’ of pederasty is the sad result of the degeneracy of

the sexual instinct that disgraces the nobility of the human race

and represents a real social danger because of the harmful influ-

ence it may have on young minds and on the integrity, even the

physical integrity, of the race.45

Repressive actions against homosexuals can be seen in some

specific events. One regards a waiter in Catania whose nickname was

‘Sciuparo’ (Waster) who was continually stopped by the police. The

unfortunate man was sentenced to confinement for the first time in

1934 after building up a criminal record, and after many arrests for

‘security and morality’. He was considered an active and passive

pederast who ‘makes no mystery of his inclination, gives no signs of

mending his ways and persists in his foul activities’. The police felt that

since ‘for 30 years he has sown the seeds of one of the most revolting

forms of degeneracy that afflicts society – pederasty’, he deserved the

most severe sentence. Sciuparo was released after a few months for

reasons of health and given two years warning, but he was confined

again in 1939. ‘Banished by the family, scorned and shunned by soci-

ety’ he fell to the ‘vice’ again with his old friends and joined ‘a happy

brigand of pederasts with whom he enjoys himself; when he doesn’t

find a male willing to submit to his dirty sick desires, he is willing to

play the part of the man’.46

Another case is Domenico R., a young sales assistant at a Salerno

lottery counter who was sentenced to five years of confinement for

passive pederasty. According to the police he was ‘fully aware of his

filthy inclinations but instead of trying to change he allows himself be

dominated by it and nourishes it in all ways. He is not ashamed to

exhibit obscene and lascivious behaviours in public which make his

perverted tendencies even more obvious’. Because of his sexual orien-

tation, his membership application to the Fascist Party was refused,

and he was deemed ‘very dangerous to the moral health of the race’.

Domenico R. firmly denied the accusations, and even criticised the

idea that homosexual activity was a risk to national health. Even while

under confinement the young sales clerk complained about the loss of

his job, and pointed out the contradiction in the regime’s desire to
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reform those afflicted by pederasty and the decision to isolate them all

on an island reserved solely for them.47

Police reports always included harsh judgements against pederasts,

opinions that the majority of the population probably would have

easily agreed with. Often, in this climate of widespread hostility

towards homosexuals, people’s complaints lead the police to apply

harsh repressive measures. In the case of Giuseppe B., another young

man from Salerno, it was the frequent complaints received by law

enforcement agencies that prompted his confinement. His ‘sexual

perversion’ led him to ‘wander day and night, walking and moving like

a female, made up with lipstick and clothing that attracted the atten-

tion of passers-by who for the most part were nauseated’.48

The experiences of individuals who received diffede and ammoniz-
ioni were suspect and those sent to political confinement have not yet

been supported by an in-depth study of other, more subtle techniques

used by the regime in its battle against homosexuality. Satire, slander

and control by the parish priest, the doctor, the police commissioner,

relatives and neighbours were all methods of social repression used to

isolate those who were considered social misfits. Other methods of

persecution such as prison and lunatic asylums, in which Fascists

locked up homosexuals to free society from the ‘ill of pederasty’, have

not been researched. The analysis of court proceedings against those

who violated the canon of virility would help to understand how

homosexuals were dealt with. Criminal research allows us to outline

the official view of what was considered sexually acceptable, and to

understand how society perceived ‘normal’ sexuality. In courtrooms,

the meaning attributed to virility was clarified in detail when deviants

were sentenced and correct sexual conduct was described. Trials

established the ‘boundaries of Eros’49 and drew a clear line between

approved and illicit, normal and abnormal, habitual and transgressive

sex. Therefore, by criminalising homosexuality, sexual behaviour was

subject to legal control, the heterosexual order was safeguarded, and

masculinity was subject to discipline. Court sentences created a link to

the widely held culture and beliefs because in addition to protecting

an injured entitlement, they reinforced the image of the virile man

that homosexuals threatened. In this way, they gave visibility to the

unwritten code of masculinity. Magistrates and medical doctors were

useful in silencing those who questioned the separation of genders

and in defining the boundaries of masculinity. Homosexuals who

were put on trial were judged more for their improper conduct than
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for breaking the law. Sexual activities that strayed from ‘normality’,

and whose purpose was not procreation, were repressed and punished

because they harmed respectability and the dominant canon of manli-

ness. It is no accident that the courts clearly expressed their hostility

towards homosexuals by emitting sentences that often went beyond

the confines of law, and turned into pure moral condemnations. They

were, in truth, judging behaviours which, even if they did not clearly

break the law, were reprehensible because they hurt ethical norms. In

a sentence against two men accused of indecency ‘for having commit-

ted an unnameable obscene act in a public vehicle’, a judge absolved

them with uncertainty, but described the trial as ‘extremely serious

from a moral standpoint’.50 Thus judicial action prescribed the code

for male behaviour while it defended rights. Magistrates did not only

judge actions, they also considered the morality of the accused, and

their sentence could also depend on their social status and their

degree of respectability. The case of the army captain Corrado M. is

significant. He was accused of obscene acts when caught behaving

suspiciously in a movie theatre with a young man who was worlds

away from him ‘in age and social class’. The soldier was absolved in

full, despite the large amount of evidence against him: the boy

confirmed the nature of the relationship between himself and the

captain in the report written by the carabiniere who had surprised the

couple in the balcony of a Roman cinema, and Corrado M. had run

away when he was stopped. In spite of this evidence, the judge

excluded that the captain could be guilty because he had all the char-

acteristics of a virile man and exemplified the dominant masculine

model. He had 

the best of references, not only in performing his noble role as an

officer in the army, but also regarding his moral qualities he is

described as an honest, correct and well-adjusted gentleman. And

since what is said about him bodes well for the boy, too, whom

we have declared normal in his sexuality in the appraisal on

record, the Court absolves them of having committed the act

they are accused of. Decided in Rome at the hearing of 10

December 1934.51

The concluding words of the sentence demonstrates how, yet again,

the comparison between ‘gentlemen and scoundrels’52 was used to

establish male identity and to defend what was considered normal

manly behaviour. Trial proceedings also illustrate how pervasive
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repressive operations were, and the strong impact of the regime’s

conditioning on the police force. Fascist ideology encouraged the

efforts of local authorities by providing the ideal motivation to act

upon their homophobic predisposition. In spite of the relatively light

sentences, the regime carried out an actual war on homosexual prosti-

tution. Plain-clothed police agents were ordered to patrol the areas

around public urinals, where they allowed unsuspecting prostitutes to

approach them only to handcuff and arrest them, or put them on

record and release them.53

Occasionally those accused of the ‘vile practice of sodomy’

declared themselves innocent on the grounds of incompetence, to

avoid imprisonment. They attempted to prove that the behaviour they

were accused of depended on external factors over which they had no

control. The boundary between sin and crime, vice and illness was

ephemeral enough to leave this possibility open to the offender.

However, it also gave judges leeway since, depending on the case, a

homosexual could be regarded as a deviant and confined, judged as a

criminal and imprisoned, or deemed morally insane and sent to an

asylum. The ‘medical treatment of perverse pleasure’54 that began in

the 1800s had given rise to the study of sexual inversion, which came

to be considered an actual psychopathic form. Consequently, asylums

were considered the most appropriate institutions for homosexuals

since they met the dual requirement of reclusion and therapy, treat-

ment and social protection. Institutionalisation was seen as an

approach that provided rigid social control of deviants, improved

public health and morality and benefited the health and well-being of

the population. Psychiatric treatment of all deviations was a tool that

allowed firm control over those with non-conforming behaviour. An

individual’s mental health, as well as the degree of danger they posed

were the parameters used to decide whether reclusion in an asylum

was appropriate. Mental institutions thus provided support structures

to the police force for the removal of unwanted individuals and

disturbers of order from society.55 Michel Foucault argues that the

beginning of abnormality actually depends highly on the treatment of

deviant behaviour and on the need rationally to explain exceptions,

which were no longer seen as eccentricities but as forms of mental

illness.56 Continual attempts to define and classify sexual perversions

are a result of the need to understand all those behaviours that diverge

from what is normal and average. Psychiatry thus took on a social and

moral role in addition to its medical application. Socially it assisted in
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controlling and isolating deviance. Morally it established guidelines

for proper conduct by drawing clear lines between health and sickness,

and between normal and pathological behaviour.57 The treatment of

homosexuals served as a pseudo-scientific justification for policies that

were intended to advance the population, by waging battle all individ-

uals who jeopardised the nation’s demographic expansion.

Fascist repression of homosexuals thus provides elements that are

useful in defining the masculine canon the regime wanted to spread.

Persecution focused almost exclusively on the effeminate, transvestites

and prostitutes. From the Fascist point of view, homosexuality was

not centred on an individual’s sexual orientation. Paradoxically the

homosexual, defined as a person attracted to someone of the same

sex, was relatively ignored. There were no specific books, discourse or

measures taken regarding homosexuality per se because only the

absence of virility was a problem. A sedentary middle-class man, an

English dandy or an elegant refined Parisian represented negative

symbols of manhood more than a brawny squadrista who was

attracted to young boys. Even if they were not homosexual, effemi-

nate men were more despised and ridiculed because they represented

the opposite of the new Fascist man who had to be self-assured, strong

and tough. Largely, Fascism did not punish homosexuals but rather

men who had feminine ways, and in this way it adhered without

reserve to the representation of women as inferior to men. In fact, as

has been mentioned, active pederasts and manly homosexuals were

tolerated or at least were not persecuted, while passive pederasts were

targets of repressive actions because they played the female role.

Political policy viewed homosexuals as a mere secondary threat,

because they limited population growth. Much more serious was the

problem generated by those who, regardless of their sexual identity,

spread a negative image through their womanly behaviour, thereby

jeopardising the model of respectability and manhood that Fascism

projected. Separation of gender identity was to be strictly regulated to

mark clearly the difference between man and woman. The regime’s

position in this matter can be seen by Mussolini’s own lax view

regarding the continual insinuations that Domenico Bagnasco, a

Member of Parliament, was homosexual. In Turin there was a wide-

spread and insistent rumour that this wounded and decorated combat-

ant, who was a nationalist and president of the Turin Cooperative

Alliance, was a ‘sexual degenerate’ and that his moral conduct caused

his removal as the secretary of trade unions. The Duce hastily
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dismissed the gossip because, ‘given Bagnasco’s profile, masculine

features and full beard, the rumour could have no basis in truth’.58

This type of accusation also sheds light on how homosexuality

could be a useful weapon in any political battle. These types of insin-

uations were, in fact, not that rare. Since free political expression was

stifled within the National Fascist Party (PNF), the use of slander

spread rapidly.59 Criticism of liberal-democratic politics, which was

paralysed by the contrast between political parties and movements,

had not eliminated rivalries among party leaders who used other

means in their conflicts. Since their rivalries could not be manifested

openly, they used anonymous letters, secret documents and concealed

plots to disguise longstanding factional differences. According to

Salvatore Lupo, 

Changes of the guard in local PNF federations were more often

than not motivated by thefts, sexual scandals and at times unbe-

lievable accusations. They reflected Fascism’s distaste for the old

politics, for the virus that at any time could re-emerge in Roman

palazzi and in the thousand folds of Italian provinces. It could

happen even though the regime had established solid founda-

tions, even within the PNF, even among the most faithful Black

Shirts.60

In other words, the political battle was transformed from a public

debate on programmes, points of view and values into a series of

below-the-table accusations regarding private lives. Confrontation

between political ideas was replaced by conflicts over moral conduct.61

Portraying one’s rival in the opposite light of a perfect Fascist official

(gerarcha) was a useful aid in winning a dispute, undermining a rival,

or discrediting a potential opponent. Comparing physical-sensory

characteristics with moral qualities served to, ‘mythologise the politi-

cal world by giving it physical features’.62 It was believed that somatic

disfiguration could provide tangible evidence of an opponent’s inferi-

ority.

Within this framework, homosexuality became an important polit-

ical weapon to be used in personal rivalries for positions of command

against anyone who deviated from the male image prescribed by the

regime. Merits or demerits could actually depend on degrees of viril-

ity: those who had not fought in the First World War, those who led

a dissolute life, those who were single or whose wives betrayed them

could be disciplined and, above all, became potential targets for
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anyone who wanted to injure them. The values attributed to Fascist

masculinity such as youthfulness, virility, athleticism and military

prowess provided the basis for judging a person’s political credibility.

For example, being considered a ‘pederast’ could mean immediate

expulsion from the Party with all its ensuing consequences. This

happened to Maurizio B., who was confined in 1935 by the provincial

commission of Novara as a result of the conflict with those who

accused him of being a homosexual. Based on this slander he was

demoted from army captain to private and placed on unlimited leave.

He then lost his job as an employee for a company that managed large

hotels. The impact on his political career was just as devastating. In

spite of the fact that he had participated in the March on Rome, he was

first dismissed and then expelled from within the Fascist ranks, then

expelled from the veterans association. He was continually persecuted

by both the political secretary of Stresa and by the local Fascist author-

ities. He was publicly attacked and scorned, without work, went

hungry and for a period was forced to live in a barn. He filed appeals,

reports and anonymous documents to avenge those who had ruined

his life, but he was only accused of trying to foment more disagree-

ment in the Party and to discredit its institutions. Since he was ‘also

clearly a social threat because of his untreatable sexual perversions’ he

was sentenced to five years’ political confinement.63

Michele Crisafulli Mondio, the federal secretary from Messina,

also had to pay the consequences resulting from a mound of accusa-

tions against him. He had become aware of the effects resulting from

base insinuations that were spread ‘through libel, anonymous reports,

a typewritten memoir’ and ‘rumour started from a core group of slan-

derers then spread by volunteer agents’.64 According to his political

rivals he practiced nepotism, was a mason, a draft dodger, corrupted

and a corruptor, had Mafia associations and was involved in contract

fixing and fraud. He was morally loathsome and, what was more, was

‘demoralised and perverted’. In Taormina he had participated in

homosexual orgies.65 The use of slander and the formulation of

conspiracies, methods whose objective was to end an official’s political

career, were easier to use because it was so difficult for the accused to

prove their innocence. From the highest levels of the party, as in the

case of Augusto Turati, down to lower levels, as in the case of the

mayor of the small town of Sgurgola,66 the accusation of homosexual-

ity was often used to settle political rivalries. In some circumstances,

even Mussolini made use of a dossier and anonymous tipoffs that
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were  scrupulously compiled thanks to information received by the

Political Police aimed at removing a Party leader or making him more

malleable.67

In this climate filled with slander and suspicion, private conduct

tended to become a visible sign of ideological ‘faith’, while conformity

to Fascist morals was an indispensable prerequisite for consolidating

the sense of belonging to the party and the image of the militant.

Public image and outward behaviour was important to the party: citi-

zens were to be the living expression of the Fascist struggle to create a

new man who was radically different from the past. Similar to monas-

tic and military institutions, one’s lifestyle assumed a fundamental

importance; it was a clear sign of adherence to a common ideal. After

the birth of a new Fascist state and body of law, it was also necessary

to codify a vade mecum of Fascist style and ethics,68 

because if, when applying the new law in the realm of public life

we all know what is lawful and what is not, we also need to know

what the state allows and what it does not allow in private life,

in relations between men; in other words, when conscience is

called on and character is defined. We are still missing a real rule,

a guideline that tells us WHAT IS FASCIST AND WHAT IS

NOT.69

Within the totalitarian framework of the Party-church, command-

ments, catechisms, Decalogues, rules and behavioural guidelines were

responsible for defining the duties of the Fascist to create the distinct

sign of a true believer in the ideology.70 According to Achille Starace,

an untiring supporter of the need for citizens to conform to ‘a new style

under Mussolini’s rule’, form had to shape habits and customs. Not by

chance, whoever continued to speak Italian using ‘lei’ instead of ‘voi’
as a pronoun deserved disciplinary action because of insubordination

and a lack of Fascist faith.71 This lifestyle, seen as a ‘total guideline’

capable of ‘shaping all individual and collective behaviour’, allowed the

religion of Mussolini to spread through the masses so it became their

way of thinking and civil ethic.72 Niccolò Zapponi notes that as a result

‘among the most impalpable but also the most instinctive reasons for

the success of Fascism was a relatively widespread willingness to

believe that salvation lay, in fact, in style’.73 The result, was that a new

public and political importance was given to strictly private things such

as age, sexual orientation and marital status. Even conferring prefer-

ential political appointments to young people, to ex-combatants and
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to married individuals with children, was based strictly on the Fascist

ideology of youth, virility and militarism. Within this framework of

increased invasion of private life, for example, a law introduced in

1934 forbade mayors to be celibate, in keeping with the general Fascist

policy of population growth.74 This moral precept was so restrictive

that prefects were asked to verify the truthfulness of engagements and

marriage vows that were quickly posted by mayors afraid of being

dismissed. Thus the best way of assuring that conduct would not jeop-

ardise one’s political career was to send marriage documents directly

to the authorities, or to tell the Duce directly about a wedding.75 Party

interference in private life could also be seen in requests for expulsion

for whomever ‘neglects his own family or conducts a disorderly life’,

or ‘permits or facilitates the infiltration of dangerous and poisonous

germs into family life’ which ‘offends the moral principals of one of

the fundamental institutions of Fascist society’.76

In spite of signs of intolerance provoked by this continuous intru-

sion, the intent of which was to bring about the complete politicisation

of existence, the scope of ‘Fascist morality’ expanded into the most

routine aspects of personal life. As Carlo Scorza, secretary of the Fasci
Giovanili di combattimento and later secretary of the PNF, reiterated

in 1929, it was useless to complain about expulsion motivated by

‘disorderly private life’ because 

the Party enters everywhere and purging its ranks is a constant

necessity … Fascism represents a way of life more than a political

principle. It is a system of ideals more than a new, however

powerful and ingenious, economic idea … Yes, gentlemen, the

Party also penetrates private life. He who mistreats his own

family, or neglects it, or lives a disorderly life, offends the moral

principles of a fundamental institution of Fascist society; he

depresses and disintegrates the unifying spirit; he enables the

infiltration of very dangerous poisonous germs … To belong to

the Fascist Party is a mark of great distinction, of true nobility. It

is a rank, the first rank of the civilian hierarchy of Italian people.

It is essential, therefore, to be proud of it.77

To create the ‘new man’, the ‘old man’ had to be reformed by

changing his habits, customs and character.78 This objective was part

of the Fascist plan since the 1920s even though, as Emilio Gentile

observed, beginning in the 1930s the regime started to increase its

effort to reaffirm the 
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supremacy of politics over every other aspect of individual and

collective life, through the shifting of the private to the public

sphere, to organise society in a totalitarian way, subordinating it

to the control of a single party and integrating it with a State that

was conceived and structured as a dominant and absolute value.79

Mussolini expressed this objective as early as 1932 when he described

the Fascist goal to transform private as well as public behaviour: ‘our

way of eating, dressing, working, sleeping and our entire daily lives

must be reformed’.80

With the conquest of the empire and the beginning of a racial

policy it became even more urgent to give back ‘to all Italians that

virile, military, energetic and constructive style that had been typical

of the Italian race throughout time’.81 The anthropological revolution

became an indispensable aspect of the regime’s success, because as

Mussolini wrote in 1938: 

With the creation of the Empire, Fascism has to strengthen the

renewal of the Italian way of life. It must penetrate individuals’

private lives, it must shape the Italians of the Empire both phys-

ically and morally; Italians who deserve the Empire, who are

aware of how their world has changed … In all sectors of public

and private life we must instil a new style, a new pride, a new

discipline, a new Fascist sense of virility that is bold, martial and

sporting.82

This palingenetic vision of politics was a fundamental characteristic

of the totalitarian vision. The pretext it provided to permeate every

aspect of public and collective life had repercussions on the sexual

sphere of people’s lives.83 With the acceleration of the totalitarian

experiment the boundaries between private and public life became

thinner. Even the domestic space was invaded.84 ‘Transparency’ was a

central theme in the auto-representation of the party. Mussolini main-

tained that it must be ‘a glass house into which everyone can and must

look’. This called for the highest degree of rectitude and, conse-

quently, capillary control over sexual morality in order to construct

male and female identity and the maternity and paternity of the new

Fascists in accordance with the values expressed by the ideology.85

They accomplished this transparency through implicit and explicit

censorship of every reference to shameful and immoral behaviour such

as, in fact, homosexuality. However, confronting the problem did not
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mean raising useless and damaging scandals. This was particularly true

with regards to the horrible vice of pederasty, which was repressed

only when it became publicly visible and resulted in effeminate or anti-

social behaviour. Even though totalitarian logic tended to enlarge the

public sphere more and more, and almost completely invaded the

private one, the project of creating a new man did not foresee explicit

action against homosexuality. There were numerous obstacles

preventing the realisation of this project: the bourgeois canon of

respectability was a barrier against the public invasion of the private;

while the idea of privacy and discretion clashed with the pretext of

having complete control over peoples’ lives.

Although Fascism officially preached austerity and sexual modera-

tion, reality was often radically different and transgressions were quite

frequent. The extreme puritanical principles articulated by the regime

often were disregarded when they came up against deeply engrained

habits, and often it was necessary to close an eye towards the regime’s

more influential figures. Public morality could be distanced from the

private, and the intransigent principles were not always applied in

practice. For example, even though the family, monogamy and

procreation within matrimony were extolled, extra-marital escapades

were tolerated. Mussolini’s relationship with Claretta Petacci was

public knowledge and was considered a human side of the Duce, a

weakness of the flesh regarded as natural for such a virile character,

and a totally legitimate exception to the rule for a person who sat

above norms and moral laws. Similarly, prostitution was legal, or

rather, to use terms that conveyed the correct public image, prostitutes

were controlled and brothels were authorised. Prostitutes were

publicly condemned but they were accepted for they provided a useful

social service.86

Since Fascism gave absolute priority to political order, it turned a

blind eye to the non-orthodox behaviour of some important party

leaders. Accusations of homosexuality were so discretionary that the

practice was allowed for officials with crucial roles within the Fascist

state. Those who were able to lead an apparently upright life style

could easily avoid problems related to their ‘different’ sexual orienta-

tion. The case of two members holding positions at the top of the

Fascist hierarchy are exemplary. The Chief of Police, Carmine Senise,

and the director of theatre censorship, Leopoldo Zurlo, lived together

and were linked since childhood by a bond that went beyond friend-

ship. Senise himself defined Zurlo as ‘more than a brother’, and spoke
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of his modest and discreet cohabitation with his ‘fraternal and insepa-

rable friend’.87 Eugen Dollman provides more explicitly allusive testi-

mony regarding their relationship. This careful observer of the

homosexual world described Bocchini’s successor as Chief of Police in

this way: 

Senise gradually lost the enormous political influence of his

predecessor … there remained no trace of Bocchini’s social

atmosphere. Unlike in the past, conversations now revolved

around the events surrounding the numerous Neapolitan family

of Don Carmine, an unrepentant bachelor surrounded by many

male and female relatives … During that period the luxurious

automobiles of the Ministry of Internal Affairs were kept in the

garage covered in dust. Their doors did not open to let out a

senator who, under the starry Roman sky, wanted to enjoy the

evening breeze on the Pincio with a woman friend who sparkled

with jewels. More modestly, in the same place, every afternoon

you could see two rather old men, dressed in black, who gazed

out over the eternal panorama. You quickly recognised them as

Carmine Senise and his inseparable friend Zurlo, who for

decades shared a modest house with the Chief of Police.88

Dollmann had high regard for Bocchini’s management of the police

force, but he also felt that he personified the ‘authentic Italian gour-

mand’.89 He represented Senise with a touch of bitterness and

describes him as a lover of opera, who 

sat down each evening at the Costanzi not in the company of a

beautiful woman, but with the director of Italian censorship. He,

too, could be seen at the Pincio, but in a much different atmo-

sphere than that created by Bocchini with his bellissima. They

walked back and forth, apparently focused on their exercise, but

no one suspected that under the sparkle of the Roman stars they

were plotting the fall of the Duce and the end of the hated

Germans.90

Insinuations regarding the nature of the bond between Senise and

Zurlo were constant. Gossip turned into open accusations, especially

in 1943, when suspicions regarding the Chief of Police’s loyalty to the

regime increased, and when the catastrophic end to the war and the

fall of Fascism were becoming increasingly evident. The intelligence

service within the Segreteria Particolare del Duce had been created by
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Mussolini and Buffarini-Guidi in February 1943 to gather informa-

tion, and maintain control over political figures.91 It reported that

Zurlo was ‘the object of many sarcastic comments’ because he was

thought to be homosexual and thus his cohabitation with the police

chief was rather suspicious.92 Even the many anonymous letters

received regarding Senise denounced his ‘immoral’ private conduct

and suspected pederasty with Zurlo.93 One of them, for example,

ended with these harsh words: 

the current Chief of Police is also very rotten morally. He is a

pederast and for many years has been living with his Excellency

Zurlo, who acts as his girlfriend. He also had intimate relations

with Zurlo’s sister. He also has homosexual relationships with

some young police officers and has used this to become rich,

powerful and feared by everyone. If he finds out someone has

become aware of the situation he destroys them. Do you think

this is enough to expel him as he deserves, or do you want to wait

for him to bury the Duce?94

In spite of the many insinuations against these two important, unmar-

ried, cohabitating officials, no measures were taken against them. It

was more important to retain functionaries who were useful to the

regime, than to uphold the totalitarian aspiration to transform Italians

into a virile people. Suspicions of a presumed homosexual relationship

between the director of theatre censorship and the Chief of Police

came up against their political untouchability, confirming once again

that Fascist moral precepts could be overlooked depending on a

person’s social standing or political role.

The Zurlo–Senise episode also reveals the ambivalence between the

need to uphold respectability and the totalitarian drive for the creation

of a new man. The Fascist model for manhood did not just include the

condemnation of homosexuality; it also refuted the respectable,

conformist middle class that was in line with prevailing Catholic

morality in Italy. The bourgeoisie, which defended the private sphere

from politics, risked the pursuit of an individualism that resulted in a

lack of daring and heroism, and even feminine tendencies. Not coin-

cidentally, only the most ardent supporters of the new man, and those

who were most critical towards bourgeois morality, openly

condemned homosexuality. At the same time, however, respectability

was considered an indispensable mechanism moulding collective

behaviour to the regime’s directives. The friction between bourgeois
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mentality and totalitarian aspirations to achieve a real anthropological

revolution was present for the entire Fascist period. The struggle

between safeguarding traditional morals and creating new values was

constant. George Mosse – in spite of the fact that he considered

fascism an ideal bourgeois revolution and reduced the fascist idea of

masculinity to an image applicable to the entire Western world, and

thus did not stress the difference between the Italian squadrista or the

ideal SS and a middle-aged man, ‘the straight-edged Englishman, the

all-American boy’95 – underscored how the Fascist and National

Socialist definition of masculinity, based on activism, heroism and

militarism, created unavoidable friction with bourgeois respectability.

Mosse wrote, 

The tension between the ideal of masculinity and family life was

common to all forms of Fascism: on the one hand the pact among

men that was thought to determine the destiny of the State, and

on the other the virtues of bourgeois family life that Fascism

vowed to defend.96

Emilio Gentile correctly observed that Fascism sought to replace

‘middle-class respectability’ with ‘respectability in uniform’ that was

based on courage, strength and virility. At the same time it tried in

every possible way to balance tradition and modernity by extolling the

values of the past while proposing new moral principles.97 Solving the

challenges of modernity meant confronting its negative aspects,

including homosexuality. Fascism was not an anti-modern movement,

but modernisation had to integrate with the ethics on which the Fascist

state rested. Fear of disorder and uncontrollable change motivated the

defence of some aspects of traditional values. Regulating the sexual life

of citizens was thus fundamental. Fascist attitudes toward private life

and morality were, therefore, ambivalent. It used a combination of

tradition and innovation, with restorative elements tied to Catholic

doctrine and elements of renewal typical of a totalitarian state.

In any case, notwithstanding this ambivalence and the constancy of

homophobia, the Fascist aspiration for complete individual subser-

vience to the demands of the regime, and its attempt to mould even

citizens’ sexual conduct to ideology, hindered the emancipation of

homosexuals and of attitudes of tolerance and the integration of

diversity. This delay in the appreciation of freedom was still felt in

Republican Italy, and conditioned sexual morality even then. Homo-

sexuals themselves were forced, for such a long time, to avoid being
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isolated that they refuted their own sexual inclinations, or conformed

to the super-virile model imposed by Fascism. They continue to face

the effects of this attitude, and today the idea of manhood still resem-

bles the warlike and athletic image widely held during the Fascist

period.
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